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DOWNLOAD HALLO APP
1. Search HALLO App in the iPhone’s App Store, Android’s Google Play
Store, Windows’ Windows Phone Store,
2. Use an invite download link, if available.

SET UP ACCOUNT USING YOUR SMARTPHONE
1. Click on HALLO App icon on your home screen and go through
the Sign-Up process (see below).

Must be Valid Photo
of You

Optional Entry

Must Match Legal
Name

Valid Email
Required

User Phone Number

Complete Sign-up
To Continue

SET UP YOUR DELIVERY PREFERENCE
1. On the HALLO App Home Screen, click on the date and location
selector (located at the top). Here you can add your delivery
location for your helper and choose between ASAP or Pick a date
and time for Scheduled Future Booking.

EXPLORING CATEGORIES
1. To Explore the Categories Available, Open the App.
a. Scroll Up and Down to view Categories
b. Click to Select A Category
c. To switch categories, simply swipe left and right while on the
skills page.
i. For Android Users, Click the category names located at
above the skill icons shown.

2. Click the Explore Button located in the bottom navigation to return
to Home Screen.
i. Important Note: You may need to click twice to fully return
to the home screen.

NOTIFICATIONS AND SEARCH FILTER
Click on the

icon located on the top right in your app to view

your notifications. On the Home Screen, simply click on the
Notification Alert Message located under the Address Entry Section.
Click on the

icon located on the top right in your app to use

the filter search function. You can filter by: Price, Rating, or Service
Areas. To reset the Filters, simply click "CANCEL" on the top left.
You can also click on
filter function.

icon where available to access the

HOME AND PERSONAL
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Home Cleaning, Handyman, Home Cooking, Property
Manager, Personal Movers, Lawn Care Help, Babysitters,
Personal Shoppers, Personal Translators

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

PET CARE AND GROOMING
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Pet Transport, Pet Grooming, Pet SItting, Pet Walking, Pet
Treatments

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

HAIR CARE AND STYLING
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Men's Cuts, Hair Blowouts, Full Hair Color, Hair Treatments,
Hair Styling, Partial Color, Ladies' Cuts, Hair Care For Groups

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

ENTERTAINMENT AND EVENTS
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Social Media Experts, Talents, Bartender, Event Planning,
Video Experts , Musicians, Photo Experts, Servers

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

FITNESS AND WELLNESS
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Massage, Workouts, Yoga, Sports Training, Body Treatments,
Fitness and Wellness For Groups

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

OTHER HOURLY HELPERS
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Hourly Task Helper, Hourly Assistant, Hourly Translator, Hourly
Shopper

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

BEAUTY AND NAIL CARE
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Manicure, Skin Care, Facial, Pedicure, Make-up, Beauty and
Nails for Groups

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

EXPERIENCES AND LEARNING
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Language Tutors, Homeschool Experts, Design Experts, Group
Classes, Local Immersion, Performing Arts, Tour Guides,
Experiences for Groups

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

CAR CARE AND SERVICES
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Car Wash Helper, Mobile Mechanic, Pickup and Haulaway,
Window Tinting

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

OFFICE AND TECH SUPPORT
Explore this Category for Available helpers with these skills.
Tech Installation , IT Support, PC Repair, Crypto Support,
Office Assistant, Office Courier

*** Important reminder: all listed skills in the app are updated
periodically based on the. current supply and demand.***

*** Important Information:
All Shown Skills have passed our
Quality Verification and
Authentication
If a skill isn't shown, it may be
unavailable in your area or still
undergoing our Quality
Verification and Authentication
Process.
All listed skills in the app are
updated periodically based on
the. current supply and demand.

EXPLORE
The "Explore" Tab in the Bottom Navigation has this

icon.

Here you can view:
MAIN CATEGORIES: Beauty & Nail Care, Car Care & Services,
Entertainment & Events, Experiences & Learning, Fitness &
Wellness, Hair Care & Styling, Home & Personal, Office Tech
and Support, Other Hourly Helpers, and Pet Care & Grooming.
Click on a category to view all sub categories.
Set your delivery address and delivery time/date in here
INSERT ICON
View any notifications here: INSERT IMAGE
Search here:
*** Navigation Tabs are located on the bottom part of your
device screen when you open the app.***

BOOKINGS
The "Bookings" Tab in the Bottom Navigation has this

icon .

You can view:
Confirmed Bookings
Past Bookings
Pending Bookings
*** Navigation Tabs are located on the bottom part of your
device screen when you open the app.***

CHATS
The "Chats" Tab in the Bottom Navigation has this

icon.

Chats are ordered by booking date from ASAP (now) going
forward.
Chat Previews include Helper name, delivery address,
time/date(ASAP or Scheduled), Skills booked, and View
messages button.
Click on view messages to see all chat details.
Use "Click to type..." message box to chat
Upload an image by clicking the take picture or upload
button.
*** Navigation Tabs are located on the bottom part of your
device screen when you open the app.***

*** Important Information:
All Shown Skills have passed our Quality Verification and
Authentication

MORE
The "More" Tab in the Bottom Navigation has this

icon.

In this tab you can:
View BOOKING HISTORY
View or Add PAYMENT METHOD (only one).
Add a payment card.
View saved card. Only one Card allowed.
For your security, contact support to change card.
View saved DELIVERY ADDRESSES
View saved delivery address(es)
Set default address.
View and Edit MY PROFILE
View (and Edit) SETTINGS:
Notifications, Information links), Privacy and Terms of Service,
feedback and support and logout.
*** Navigation Tabs are located on the bottom part of your
device screen when you open the app.***

SKILL SELECTOR
1. Select a CATEGORY to view all subcategories.
2. Select a subcategory.
a. Available helpers will show below the subcategory icon.
b. Click "View Helpers" to see all profiles.

VIEWING AVAILABLE HELPER PROFILES
1. Click on subcategory icon to see available helpers dropdown.
2. Click View Helpers to see helper profiles
3. Click VIEW PROFILE to view full profile
a. Scroll to view all Helper skills.
b. Click "Choose Helper" to begin booking request.
4. Click "Request to Book" to begin booking request.

To Filter Options

Shows Qty
Available

View Profile
To Continue

Click square
buttons to
select a skill

Skill Overview

To Continue

Achievement

REQUESTING BOOKING
1. On the Booking Request Screen, click on the date and location
selector (located at the top). Here you can add your delivery
location for your helper and choose between ASAP or Pick a date
and time for Scheduled Future Booking.
2. Confirm Payment Method

a. Add Payment Card
b. Use Saved Card.
3. Confirm phone number or change phone number.

4. Choose QTY of Skills.
5. Click "Request Booking" to complete your request and notify
helper.
6. Booking request will display in "Pending Bookings" until
accepted.

7. Click VIEW DETAILS to see all details of booking.
a. Click GET SUPPORT to securely contact HALLO support.
b. Click VIEW RECEIPT to see cost breakdown including fees.
i. Click EMAIL to contract support.
ii. Click CALL to contact support.
8. To Rebook a previous helper, simply go to your PAST
BOOKINGS tab under BOOKINGS

a. Find the Past Booking with the HELPER you would like to Book
Again.
b. Click VIEW DETAILS and scroll to the bottom of the page.
c. Click BOOK HELPER AGAIN to make a new booking.

BOOKING PAGE EXPLAINED

Select Delivery Date ,
Time , and Address
Payment Method

Enter Your Device Phone Number
Showing
Hourly Rate
Click + to add Qty
desired. - to remove
Clicking this sends out a request to your
HELPER. Your booking is finalized upon
HELPER Confirmation.

Guidelines for a successful Booking
Confirm delivery address is correct and in Puerto Rico.
a. Confirm payment method:
i. Add payment method (if empty) or
ii. Confirm saved payment card or
iii. Contact support to securely change payment method.
Confirm phone number.
Add at least one skill to proceed with booking request.

Showing
Fixed Price

ADDING PAYMENT AND DELIVERY DETAILS
Time, Date, and Address Section

Time and Date options:
i. ASAP: choose this for immediate delivery. This is dependent
upon HELPER Confirmation.
ii. Scheduled: choose DAY, TIME and AM or PM (up to 6 days
in the future).
iii. Select Date and Time by Scrolling up and down via the
selector.

Address:
i. Choose a NICKNAME for your delivery address (optional).
ii. Enter ADDRESS LINE 1 (required) - Must be in Puerto Rico
iii. Enter ADDRESS LINE 2 (optional)
iv. Enter Town (required) - Must be in Puerto Rico
v. Enter Zip Code (required) - Must be in Puerto Rico
vi. State is not changeable - Only available in Puerto Rico
vii. Enter delivery instructions (Example; Ring bell for #5)
viii. Entered address is automatically set to default address.
Uncheck "Make this my default address" if you do not wish
this address to be used as your default address.

ADDING PAYMENT AND DELIVERY DETAILS (CONTINUED)
Payment Setup:
Payment Method - ADD A CARD:
i. We accept all major credit and debit cards via our secure
payment processor Stripe (www.stripe.com).
ii. If no Payment Method has been added ("No Card Added")
then click to ADD A CARD
iii. Enter credit card number, expiry date and CVC via our
secure payment processor Stripe. Click DONE.
iv. Added card details will be saved securely on Stripe's servers
for future bookings.
v. Saved card will display under "Payment Method". Example
"VISA --- ****4242".
vi. If you wish to change your saved card please contact
support.
vii. Hallo supports one saved card only at this time.

Payment Method - Saved Card:
Saved card will display under "Payment Method". Example
"VISA --- ****4242"
i. If you wish to change your saved card please contact
support.
ii. Hallo supports one saved card only at this time.

YOUR PROFILE
View your Full Name.
View your registered email address.
View phone number.
Hidden Password ************. This is not editable in your profile. To
change your password please log out and use the "Forgot Password"
option to reset your password.
Click EDIT to change Name, email or phone number.
First Name: Enter first name(s). No Numbers
Last Name: Enter last name(s). No Numbers
Email: Enter a valid email. We will send a verification link to this
email address to confirm validity.
Phone number: Enter in the following format +19994567890 or
19994567890 or 9994567890.
Tap the camera icon to change your profile photo and select
Camera: to take a profile photo using your phone camera. If
prompted that "Hallo Customer would like to access the
camera", please click OK to allow "Hallo Customer" to access
your camera and take a profile photo. Take your new profile
photo. Click USE PHOTO to accept the photo as your new
profile photo or click RETAKE to take a new photo.
Gallery: to upload from your saved photos. If prompted that
"Hallo Customer would like access to your photos", please click
OK to allow "Hallo Customer" to access your photos. Select your
new profile photo and click CHOOSE to upload the new photo
to your profile or click CANCEL to exit the photo upload process
and make no changes.
Cancel: to exit without making changes.

YOUR BOOKINGS
1. Click on BOOKING HISTORY to view your bookings.
2. Toggle or swipe between CONFIRMED bookings, PENDING
bookings and PAST BOOKINGS.
3. Select a booking to view the full booking details.
4. FILTER by BOOKING DATE to narrow your search.
*** Note: The BOOKING HISTORY may also be reached by clicking
BOOKINGS in the bottom navigation bar***

Must be Valid Photo
of You

Optional Entry

Must Match Legal
Name

Valid Email
Required

User Phone Number

Complete Sign-up
To Continue

ACCOUNT HEALTH
Ratings dual system: Hallo operates a two-way ratings system.
Customers rate their helper after each completed booking and
helpers rate their customers after each completed booking. If a
customer's rating falls below HALLO's minimum rating threshold
the customer account may be suspended subject to HALLO review.
This rule also applies to HALLO Helpers.

NOTIFICATION PREFERENCES
1. View and set notification preferences by clicking
the MORE Navigation icon on your screen and then by clicking
SETTINGS Navigation icon .

2. TOGGLE notification setting between ON/OFF by clicking on the
on/off icon to set :

a. Application notifications
b. Helper Notifications
c. Special Offers

ACCOUNT SETTINGS
1. Click on MORE Navigation icon on your screen to access your
account page.
2. Access the following by clicking SETTINGS : Language,
Notifications, links to terms and conditions, privacy policy, support,
logout, and more.

Profile Overview

Manage
Notifications

Join HELPERS
Terms of Use
Logout

Booking History &
Saved Information
View & Edit Profile

Open Account
Settings

SAVED INFORMATION
Hallo securely saves customer information using FireBase (a
Google Product) storage for a seamless booking experience.
We store the following customer information: name, profile photo,
delivery address(es), email address, phone number, payment
method (last four digits of Card and expiration date), chat history,
bookings history, and notification settings.
Firebase Security Rules leverage extensible, flexible configuration
languages to define what data your users can access for Realtime
Database, Cloud Firestore, and Cloud Storage. Firebase Realtime
Database Rules leverage JSON in rule definitions, while Cloud
Firestore Security Rules and Firebase Security Rules for Cloud
Storage leverage a unique language built to accommodate more
complex rules-specific structures.
We use stripe for secure payment processing. Stripe retains
customer card details on their secure network. Card details are
never stored by HALLO.
Communication between the HALLO app and Stripe. Stripe is a
global online payment processor that is trusted by thousands of
businesses across the globe.
All transactions are SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protected.
Information is securely transmitted during the processing of all
payments. Stripe is a PCI Service Provider Level 1 which is the
highest grade of payment processing security.
All credit card numbers are encrypted and safely stored in Stripe's
state of the art data-center.

FAQS
1. What is HALLO?
a. HALLO Skill-Share App is a FREE marketplace platform for your
verified Service Experts and Task Helper needs. Available for
iPhone and other smartphones. HALLO uses your phone's
Internet connection (as available) to match you with the most
optimized verified person for your Task Help or Trade Services
needs.Get Confirmed Bookings And Send And Receive Messages,
Photos, and Booking Changes. All In The Secure Hallo Chats
feature.
2. How does it work?
a. HALLÒ is Simple, Reliable, and Secure. Download the app >
Login and Search > Find who you need and send a booking
request > Get Booking Confirmation > Booking Delivered and
Completed > Rate and Repeat.
3. How do I Start Booking?
a. It's easy to start.Download the HALLO App from Google Play
Store or Apple App Store > Create Your Free Account > Find who
you need and Book
4. How much is it?
a. HALLO is a Free Marketplace App for finding and booking
Service Experts and Task Helpers.Currently, customers enjoy all
the convenience of HALLO for only a 5% Service Fee. This covers
our cost to ensure continued service to you.Please refer to
our Terms of Use to see the up to date applicable service fees.
*** For more FAQs, visit our Website's FAQ Page at:
hallopr.com/faqs

DEVICE TROUBLESHOOTING
Apps not downloading

a. The main cause of this problem is corrupt cache.
The Solution: Go to the play store or app store and clear the cache
of the app. Better to delete the history of google play store. Make
sure you are using the latest version of google play store. If there is
still an issue, clear data, and cache on google play services .
App Crashes/Freezes

a. This happens when there is a bug in the installed apps or your
phone is running out of space This is one of the frustrating
mobile phone problems.
The Solution: Clear the app data from “App manager”. Avoid using
multiple apps at same time. Troubleshoot your phone by
restarting the device, remove the battery or restore it to factory
settings.

CONNECTION TROUBLESHOOTING
Connecting problem with Bluetooth, wifi, cellular network

This is the temporary mobile phone problem which can easily
get solved.
The Solution: Keep the phone on airplane mode for 30 to 60
seconds and try to reconnect it. Still having an issue? Repair or
change the setting of Bluetooth and WiFi again.
*** If Connection problems persists, contact your Cellular Network
Provider for more support.

Synchronization Issue

The sync problem gets resolved automatically after some time. If
not, remove the app store or google account and add it again.
Make sure your internet connection is not limited and working
properly. Check for the system update and update it if required.
*** If Connection problems persists, contact your Cellular Network
Provider for more support.

ACCOUNT TROUBLESHOOTING
Forgot your password, or your password does not work.

If you have forgotten your account password, or if your password
does not work, request a password reset.
Select Forgot your password.
Type your account email address, and select Send my reset
link.
When you receive a confirmation email from HALLO, select
the password reset link, and follow HALLO's password
requirements to complete the process to reset your
password.
***Important Note: The password reset link expires after 12 hours. If
you do not quickly receive an email from HALLO or Firebase, check
your spam filters, contact your organization's email administrator for
troubleshooting suggestions, or send an email
to account_recovery@hallopr.com.

For more help

If you need more help, check out these support and learning
resources:
Browse the FAQs Page
Use our website chat-bot get help from support live
when available. Click the message bubble icon on the
bottom left corner of your screen.
Run HALLO App Diagnostics via Third-party Software,
Review HALLO's Terms of Use, Privacy Policy, and
Community Guidelines Documentation.
Visit our Vimeo and Youtube Video Page for helpful
videos, tutorials, and high-level updates.

*** WAYS TO REPORT ISSUES TO US:

Message us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/hallopr
You can also send us an email at
support@hallopr.com .
Go to the Support/Feedback Form
on your App by clicking MORE .
Then find Feedback/Support
option. Click it, Fill out the form
and Submit .

PERMISSIONS PURPOSE AND USE
Camera Access:

To take your profile photo the Hallo App needs permission to access
and use your camera. Click OK to allow camera access when
prompted by the app. Permission can also be granted from "Phone
Settings" on your device.
Gallery or Storage Access:

To upload a profile photo the Hallo App needs permission to access
photos on your device. Click OK to allow access to photos on your
device when prompted by the app. Permission can also be granted
from "Phone Settings" on your device.
The HALLO App needs permission to send push notifications.

Click OK to allow notifications when prompted by the app.
Permission can also be granted from "Phone Settings" on your
device.

Phone settings must allow the use of Cellular Data

for the HALLO App to operate correctly.
Cellular data permission can also be granted from "Phone Settings"
on your device.
Future versions of the HALLO App

may require user permission to access or use: Storage, Contacts,
Calendars, Appointments, Location Tracking, Communications
Interfaces(e.g. Blue Tooth & WiFi), Microphone, Voice Call, SMS
Text messages, Control Vibration, Prevent Device from Sleeping
and/or OAuth access.

COMMUNITY TERMS AND GUIDELINES
Our guidelines were developed to help make every experience feel
safe, respectful, and positive. They apply to everyone who uses any of
our platform(s), including Hallo customers and Hallo Helpers. Thank
you for joining us to support and safeguard a welcoming environment.
The guidelines below help explain some of the specific kinds of
behavior that may cause you to lose access to the Hallo app & Web
Platform (referred to as platform(s)). There will always be unforeseen
events that may ultimately lead to you losing access to the Hallo
platform(s)—and we’ll update these guidelines regularly—but the
following guidelines are sufficient cause for Hallo to take action. Please
take a moment to read them.
GUIDELINES FOR ALL OF US

Everyone who signs up for a Hallo account is required to follow Hallo’s
Community Guidelines.
Treat everyone with respect

Our community is remarkably diverse and, chances are, you will
encounter people who might not look like you or share your beliefs.
The guidelines in this section help to foster positive interactions during
every experience.
Help keep one another safe

We’re hard at work every day to help create safer experiences for all
users. That’s why these standards were written.

Follow All Applicable laws

We’re committed to following all applicable laws and earning your
trust, and we expect everyone who uses our platform(s) to do their part
and adhere to applicable laws and regulations.
Everyone is responsible for knowing and obeying all applicable laws at
all times when using the Hallo platform(s).
To maintain uninterrupted access to the Hallo platform(s), all relevant
licensing and permitting requirements of Hallo Helpers must be kept
up to date. For example, all Hallo Helpers using a vehicle are required
by law to maintain a valid driver’s license, valid Marbete, all required
insurance coverage, and vehicle registration. Local rules about parking
may limit where you can park your vehicle. Hallo will not be
responsible for any tickets or citations. For example, stopping in bike
lanes or blocking accessibility ramps may violate the law.

ALL FEEDBACK MATTERS

If something happens, whether it’s good or bad, we request that you
inform us as soon as possible at admin@Hallopr.com. Your feedback is
extremely important to us so that we can build a community that
works for everyone and will allow us to keep our standards relevant as
our technology evolves.
If something happens, whether it’s good or bad, we request that you
inform us as soon as possible at admin@Hallopr.com. Your feedback is
extremely important to us so that we can build a community that
works for everyone and will allow us to keep our standards relevant as
our technology evolves. Please rate your experience at the end of each
performed service. Honest feedback helps ensure that everyone that
uses the Hallo platform(s) is accountable for their behavior. This
accountability helps create a respectful, safe environment. Please
report any incidents to Hallo Technologies at admin@Hallopr.com.

Treat everyone with respect

Treat your fellow Hallo platform(s) users as you would like to be treated
yourself: with respect. The actions you take while using the Hallo
platform(s) can have a big impact on the safety and comfort of others.
Courtesy and mutual respect matters. That’s why you are expected to
exercise good judgment and behave decently towards other people
when using the Hallo platform(s). Please treat others in the same way
that you expect to be treated.
Some Key Examples:

Always try to be on time for your appointment. Nobody likes to be
made to wait, either Hallo Helper or customer.
Please do not shout, argue, swear, intimidate others or damage
property.
Tidy up after yourself. Nobody likes a mess. • Take all measure to
ensure a pleasant experience for all users.
When using the Hallo platform(s) you may encounter people who
may look different or think differently than you do.
We expect that everyone is treated with equal respect. Hallo
believes that everyone should feel supported and welcome when
they use our platform(s).
We’ve created standards on physical contact, sexual assault and
misconduct, rude behavior, unwanted contact, and discrimination
that should be followed while using the Hallo platform(s).

Physical contact

Don’t touch strangers or anyone you just met while using any of Hallo’s
platform(s). Hitting, hurting, intimidating or indicating intent to hurt
anyone is never allowed.

Sexual assault and misconduct

We all value our personal space and privacy. It’s okay to chat with other
people. Please don’t comment on any person's appearance or ask for
their relationship status or sexual orientation. Sexual assault and sexual
misconduct of any kind is prohibited. Sexual assault and misconduct
refer to sexual contact or behavior without the explicit consent of the
other person(s).
Personal space and privacy should be respected.
Some violations of personal space and privacy are:
Any behavior(s) and/or comments that could make users feel
uncomfortable are not allowed. For example, nudges, whistles,
inappropriate touching and winks. Do not touch or flirt with people
you don’t know.
Certain conversations that could be perceived as harmless can be
offensive to other Hallo users. Don’t comment on physical appearance,
mannerisms, perceived gender identity, or sexual orientation. Refrain
from asking unrelated personal questions, such as relationship status
or sexual preferences or sexual orientation. Avoid discussing your own
or someone else’s sex life, sexual preferences, using explicit or
inappropriate language, or making jokes about sex or other such
subjects that may make other users feel uncomfortable.
Hallo has a no-sex rule. Sexual contact is prohibited while using the
Hallo platform(s), including before, during or after an appointment,
regardless of whether you know the person, or they give you their
consent. This includes activities such as sexual intercourse, solicitation
of sexual intercourse, masturbation, or touching and exposure of sexual
body parts.

Threatening and rude behavior

Aggressive, confrontational, intimidating and harassing behavior is
never allowed. Our users must always feel comfortable and safe. Don’t
for any reason use language or make gestures that could be
disrespectful, threatening, or inappropriate. It may be a good idea to
stay away from personal, political, religious, current affairs or any other
topics that can potentially be divisive. Personal beliefs are personal and
should remain as so.
Unwanted contact

Contact should end when the appointment is complete, unless a
follow up appointment is scheduled or there is a reason to follow up
that is directly related to the service performed. For example, texting,
calling, visiting, or trying to visit someone in person after a service has
been completed is not allowed. Please report any such violations to
admin@Hallopr.com as soon as it is safe to do so.

Help keep one another safe

Everyone has a role to play in helping to create a safe and welcoming
environment for all users. For that reason we have standards on
account sharing, account holder age, etc.
Account sharing

We require that each customer and helper have a unique account;
account sharing is not allowed. To use any Hallo platform(s), you need
to register and maintain an active account. Don’t let another person
use your account for any reason, and never share your personal
username and password with anyone else. For example, Hallo Helpers
must complete all parts of the contracted service themselves with no
exception.

Discrimination

You should always feel safe and welcome. We don’t tolerate any
conduct that is discriminatory or could be perceived as such. Do not
discriminate against someone based on traits such as their age, color,
disability, gender identity, marital status, national origin, race, religion,
sex, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic protected under
relevant law(s).
It is not acceptable to refuse to provide services based on
characteristics like a person’s age, color, disability, gender identity,
marital status, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, or
any other characteristic protected under relevant law. It is also
unacceptable to rate another user with malicious intent due to any of
these characteristics.
In addition, it is not acceptable to discriminate on the basis of a
customer’s location. We understand that it is important to fit Hallo
service requests into your busy life. It is not a violation of these
guidelines to pass on a service request because it does not work for
you, does not fit into your schedule, is not possible to perform, or it is
too far outside your service area. Hallo platform is built to help you run
your business around and to work within your schedule. We do not
allow intentional cancelling of requests or using features in the Hallo
platform(s) to avoid service requests, solely for the purpose of avoiding
a particular geographic area due to the characteristics of the people or
businesses that are located in that area.
People under the age of 18

You must be 18 years or older to have an Hallo account.
Vehicle information

Hallo Helpers are expected to hold all necessary licenses, registrations
and permits applicable to the operation of their vehicle(s) including
any/all insurance policies required by law.

Drugs and alcohol

Drug use, alcohol consumption and open containers of alcohol are
never allowed while using the Hallo platform(s) and performing
services requested by customers of the Hallo platform(s).
Firearms ban

All users are prohibited from carrying firearms of any kind while using
the Hallo platform(s), to the extent permitted by applicable law.
Fraud

Deception can weaken trust, cause financial or emotional harm, and
be dangerous. Intentionally falsifying information or assuming another
persons’ identity, for example when signing in or undergoing a security
check, is strictly prohibited. It is important to provide accurate
information when signing up for the Hallo platform(s), reporting
incidents, accessing your accounts, disputing charges or fees, and
requesting credits. Only request fees or refunds that you’re entitled to,
and use offers and/or promotions only as they are intended to be used.
Don’t knowingly complete invalid transactions.
Fraudulent activity may also include but is not limited to: accepting
bookings without the intention to complete the requested service;
creating a dummy account(s) for the purposes of committing
fraudulent activities; claiming fraudulent fees or charges; abusing
promotional codes and/or not using them for their intended purpose;
disputing charges for fraudulent or illegitimate reasons.
Use of Hallo’s brand without written permission or portrayal of oneself
as an owner, partner, employee or other such associated person of
Hallo Technologies without the express written permission of Hallo
Technologies are subject to legal action.

Property damage

Damaging property is never allowed. Contact support Immediately.

Ratings

After every booking, customers and Hallo Helpers will rate each other
on a scale of one to five stars, as well as give feedback on how the
service went. This feedback system improves accountability for all
parties.If your rating is lower than the minimum average rating in your
city, we will let you know. Hallo users that don’t meet the minimum
average rating for their city may lose access to the Hallo platform(s).

How Hallo Guidelines are Enforced

We understand that losing access to the Hallo platform(s) may disrupt
your life or adversely affect your business. That’s why we believe it is
important to have clear standards that explain the circumstances in
which you may lose access to the Hallo platform(s). If you violate any
applicable terms of use, terms of the contractual agreement you
agreed to when signing up for an account with Hallo, or any of these
Community Guidelines, you can lose access to the Hallo platform(s).
If you have more than one Hallo account, such as a Hallo Helper/PRO
account and a Hallo customer account, violating the Community
Guidelines on any account could result in the loss of access to all Hallo
accounts.
Hallo will receive feedback through a variety of channels. Reviews
reports submitted to our customer support team that may violate our
Community Guidelines may be investigated using a specialized or
third-party team. If we are made aware of potentially problematic
behavior, we may contact you so that we can investigate it. We may, at
our sole discretion, temporarily suspend your account until our review
is complete. We will do our best to be transparent and communicative
throughout the process.
Not following any of our guidelines may result in the suspension,
termination, or loss of access to your Hallo accounts.
This may include certain actions you may take outside of the
Hallo platform(s).

How Hallo Guidelines are Enforced (continued)

If we determine that those actions threaten the safety of the Hallo
community, or cause harm to Hallo’s brand, reputation, or business
activities.
If the issues raised are serious or a repeat report, or you refuse to
cooperate, you may lose access to the Hallo platform(s). Any behavior
involving violence, sexual misconduct, harassment, discrimination, or
illegal activity while using the Hallo platform(s) can result in the
immediate loss of access to the Hallo platform(s). Additionally, when
law enforcement is involved, we will cooperate with their investigation
in accordance with all required law(s).
All Hallo Helper partners who wish to list their skills on the Hallo
platform(s) undergo a screening process, which could include
background checks, motor vehicle record and licensing checks. A
partner will lose access to their Hallo account(s) if a routine motor
vehicle record or background check uncovers a violation of Hallo’s
Community Guidelines or other criteria required by local regulator(s).

Getting back on the Hallo platform(s)

If you lose access to your Hallo account for a low rating, you may have
the opportunity to regain active status if you provide proof that you’ve
successfully taken steps toward maintaining high quality standards.
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